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THE CHIP FLYER
From the President’s Notebook

Keith Robinson

Coming up

May 9th Hands on and
Woodturning 101

May 16th Spring Competition
at Exotic Woods, Burlington

Presidents Challenge entries of a vase were Kevin Ellis, Gary Kirkwood, Jean Dyer, Peter Hyde, Frank
Cianciolo and Doug Kurtz. Kevin Ellis was the lucky winner.  
Our Woodturning 101 classes are now filled up until January 2020.  Cudos to Brian Ashton for his work and
organization of this worthwhile Guild project.

Dan McNeil brought in Burlington Cherry logs for the Burlington/Itabashi Twin Cities 30th Anniversary
2019 celebration.  A number of lucky members were able to obtain a piece and are committed to turning an
object for the celebration.  Thank you Dan for keeping us informed on this event.  

Well, April has left without providing us with much Spring weather.  May will be
more promising with May flowers and a  hint of summer. We can clean up our
yards, wear shorts again and BBQ every day.  Dreaming is always good!

We started the month with our Spring Show & Sale on April 6.  We had a great
turnout of members to show and sell their turnings and products.  The Guild sold
29 tables which pretty well filled the gym.  We unfortunately did not have a
strong public showing.  But the members who were there provided good
feedback for future shows.

On April 18, the Jigs & Techniques demonstration from members was held.  I
was not able to attend, but I heard we had a good number of members with
different jigs and techniques.  The consensus was to have another similar
demonstration next year.

April 27 saw the Guild host Kai Muenzer from Calgary, Alta.  He
showed 36 lucky Guild members how to make an off center bud
vase, off center tilted lidded box and a single drawer cabinet.  These
were all very interesting and skilled projects.  At the end, he made a
coffee scoop using a hockey puck as the jig to hold the scoop for
hollowing.  As he was saying, both Toronto and Calgary are out of
the playoffs, so the pucks needed to have another use.  This was a
good one.

The Cancer Society has asked us for some more Wig-stands.  Please
endeavor to create a wig stand for donation to our Guild charity.  A
cancer patient will love you and your support during a very traumatic
time.  If every member made one, it would go a long way to
supporting the Canadian Cancer Society and the Guild. 
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Thank you to Peter Morrill for updating our wigstand instruction and for providing wig stand classes for
members.  

This Month will be a little slower with our regular Hands-On meeting May 9 followed by the Spring
Competition on May 16.  Remember, the competition will be held at Exotic Woods, 5229 Harvester Rd.,
Burlington, Ont.  The competition rules and entry form are added below for those folks wishing to compete.
And remember, your entry cannot be a previous entry in any of our Guild competitions.   I encourage everyone
to have an entry to show off your great work. Where else can you enter a competition free!?

May’s  President’s Challenge is: A piece in the Spring Competition!
Keith Robinson
President GHWG  

New Member $75.00 Member renewal $60.00
New Family Membership $110.00 Reinstatement (late renewal) $75.00
Family renewal $95.00

Membership renewals

Tip of the month

This tip is from woodturningonline.com

Dust sticking to Face Shield

Use dryer sheets to remove the static electricity build-up that can happen on the plastic of your Face Shield.
Then use microfiber cloths to remove any future dust build up.
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Demonstrator Report 

Kai Muenzer 

Tilted Boxes and Small Cabinets 

 

By Maurice Solar 

�
 Kai Muenzer is a semi-professional woodturner based in 

Calgary, Alberta.  Born in Germany, he graduated as a 

geoscientist and worked most of his professional life for Shell, 

for years in such locations as Venezuela and the Malaysian 

province of Sarawak in Borneo. 

He has been turning since 2008 and demonstrating since 

2011/12.  His website, http://kaimuenzer.com/, shows many 

examples of his work.  He is very meticulous in his approach to 

turning: to paraphrase a carpenter’s dictum, he measures thrice 

and cuts twice.  And his website provides calculations sheets for 

anyone who might wish to reproduce one of his tilted boxes or 

small cabinets, in the styles shown in some of the pictures which 

follow.  He likes tilting boxes and off-centre turnings as he feels 

it gives his pieces “more life”. 

The first item he turned was a small off-centre vase designed to 

hold a glass test-tube in which you can display a few short-

stemmed flowers.  The blank for the vase must be augmented 

with off-centre blocks, as shown below, to allow for multi-axis 

turning.  Kai uses hot glue to hold these blocks in place and found this is strong enough to withstand drilling 

and decorating the face, but he keeps the piece between centres for most of his turning, particularly the off-

centre part.  One detail he emphasised was hollowing a divot in the centre prior to drilling, and holding the drill 

steady with the left hand while drilling.  In this way you can avoid (minimise?) drifting of the bit while drilling 

the centre hole.  When done turning, he separated the piece from the glued-on blocks using a thin blade heated 

with a propane torch.  He then opened up three slots in the body of the vase using a Foredom rotary tool with 

cutters he obtains from Razertip Industries in Saskatchewan (https://www.razertip.com/) 
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The next demonstration involved “bent” boxes, as seen of the left hand side of the following two pictures.  The 

bottoms and lids of these are turned the usual way.  The trick involved in “bending” the box is the turning of a 

wedged ring; the upper side of this ring is perfectly circular and accepts the lid as does a normal box.  The 

bottom of the wedge, however, is partially parted at an angle using off-centre turning.  The “wedge” is then held 

in a chuck and hollowed until if falls off on the cutting tool as shown on the right picture below.  The oblique 

cut is actually ellipsoidal, not circular, but only slightly so.  It can thus be glued to the bottom of the box 

without too much eccentricity, and any apparent ridges sanded smooth.  By the way, the spalted boxes shown 

on the right hand side of the left two pictures are “tilted” not “bent” and involved more off-centre turning as he 

demonstrated during the Tuesday session at Lee Valley.  

 

 

The third item was a small, turned 

cabinet with a drawer.  Actually this 

design can be stacked to allow for 

multiple drawers and applied to spheres 

as well as to discs.  As you can see from 

the pictures included, this involves 

many steps and I won’t try to describe 

the procedure here.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

But I’ll repeat that you can find a calculation sheet on Kai’s website that will give you all the dimensions 

necessary for your blank.  
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The final demo involved turning a hockey puck into 

a jam chuck for holding small wooden spoons.  The 

spoon is first turned on centre to form a sphere at 

one end and a very flared handle at the other.  The 

handle side is then moved off-centre by 10-15 mm 

or so and turned down to size, with the end finished 

and just about parted off using a spindle gouge.  The 

partially finished spoon is then held in the puck jam 

chuck as shown in the picture on the far right, and 

hollowed to the desired depth.  Quite a neat trick! 

Overall, I don’t know about you, but I learned a few new twists which I will try my hands at.  To finish, let me 

leave you with a few pictures from Kai’s website. 
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Golden Horseshoe Woodturners Guild 
COMPETITION RULES 

The GHWG holds two competitions each year. The Spring Competition is judged by 
members casting ballots at the competition. The Christmas Competition is judged by 
the guests of GHWG members casting ballots at the GHWG Christmas party. 

1st, 2nd, and 3rd place ribbons will be awarded for each entry group as follows:

�� There are 3 SKILL LEVEL CLASSES, defined as follows:

• NOVICE- a beginner turner who has been turning for 4 years or less.*

• INTERMEDIATE-  a turner who has turned for more than 4 years but does not 
consider her/himself to be an advanced turner.*

• OPEN- any turner who wishes to enter a more skilled competition, excluding 
segmented pieces

*NOTE: Any intermediate turner who has won 1st place in a previous GHWG competition must move 
to the OPEN Class for subsequent competitions. A novice turner who has won 1st place previously 
need not move to the INTERMEDIATE Class unless s/he wishes to (up to the 4 year limit).

�� There are 2 WORKPIECE CATEGORIES for each skill level class, defined as follows:

• SMALL- any piece that WILL fit within a 4” x 4” x 8” box. This includes both 
spindle and faceplate/chuck work.

• LARGE- any piece that WILL NOT fit within a 4” x 4” x 8” box. This includes both
spindle and faceplate/chuck work.

3. A third workpiece category, SEGMENTED,  includes all skill levels and segmented pieces of 
any size or shape.

PLEASE NOTE: A competition committee member will assist entrants in entering their items in the 
appropriate class and category. Please bring a completed Competition Entry Form with your item. 
This form is available on the GHWG website.

In addition to the above, the following rules will apply to all entries:

�� An entry must have been completed no more than one calendar year prior to the current 

competition.

�� An entry must not have been entered in a previous GHWG competition.

�� A competitor must be a member-in-good-standing of the GHWG.

�� A competitor may enter a maximum of two pieces in the competition  .
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�� Entries should be accompanied by an index size card indicating the title of the piece and and 

any pertinent descriptions (eg., wood species, finish, texturing).

�� Entries should be brought to the entry desk anonymously, ie., in a bag or box. The 

competitor’s name should not be on the piece or the card. If the piece is signed, the name 

must be covered or the piece will be disqualified. 

�� Each entry will be assigned an entry number and exhibited on the designated CLASS and 

CATEGORY tables. Once placed by a competition committee member, no entry may be 

moved except by a committee member (or it will be disqualified).

	� All entries must include a significant turned element and may be functional, artistic or any 

combination of the two. Any wood species or turnable material may be used.


 � �

Any questions regarding the rules, please contact Sandy Zimmerman email: members@ghwg.ca
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GHWG COMPETITION ENTRY FORM  
 

(check  one) 

     Spring Competition 20___ 
 

      Christmas Competition 20___ 
 

(Please refer to the GHWG Competition Rules for a complete 
description of competition rules before submitting entries.) 
 
Please complete one form for EACH entry--maximum 2 entries per member. 
 
Entries are to be anonymous, ie., in a bag or box. If a piece is signed, cover name with 
tape. 
 

MEMBER NAME: ____________________________ID#______ 
 

 
CLASS (check  one)*   Novice (4 years or less experience)  
     

  Intermediate  
  
      Open  
 
  *Do not check a CLASS box for segmented pieces 
 

CATEGORY (check  one)   
 
  Small: Any piece that will fit into a 4” x 4” x 8” box. 
 
   Large: Any piece that will not fit in a 4” x 4” x 8” box 

 
  Segmented:  A segmented piece of any size, by any skill level entrant. 

 
 
Entry Description or Title_______________________________________________  
 
Wood (or material) used________________________________________________ 
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Woodturning 101.

The roster for woodturning 101 is now full and we are taking names for a waiting list.  Please note, that in
order to take the 101 Classes you need to be a paid up member of the Guild as well as paying the class fee. 

Group 4 January start Wig Stand Peter Morrill

Ilija Pavlic 782

Ozzie Tatone 776

John Baine 763

Devin Baker 790

2019/2020 Classes

Group 1 September start

Andrew Madsen 789

Bill Taylor

Joe Pasquarelli

Andrew Madsen 789

Group 2 October start

Citro Cabuyadao

Citro's wife

Suzanne Wood

Richard Moldovan 807

Group 3 November start

Gerry Bluhm

Rebecca Bluhm

Bruce Clement 802

Matthew Clement 803

Group 4 January start

Scott Tipping 801

Doug Matthews 597

Paul Momelli
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MarketPlace

Wanted:

No wants

For Sale:

I was hoping you could help me by posting some items that I wish to sell.  I have created a website that
contains items that may be of interest and I would appreciate if you could forward the information along to
your members. 

The items are posted on the site Turner's Turnings.http://turnersturnings.ca

I hope that your members will keep the website in mind in the future  as the content will be updated time
goes by and I would welcome inquiries anytime.  

Many thanks,  Sharon Turner-Newlove  
Please email Sharn at sharonpturner@gmail.com

Trend Airshield Pro. Like new. $400.

Please email Sandy Zimmerman at sandra.lee.zim@gmail.com or call 905-920-0720.
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For Sale:

I have an extensive collection of back issues of WOODTURNING magazines that I am no longer using. They
are a good source of ideas, inspirations etc. They are packaged in bundles of 10 to 12 issues, dating back to
the early 2000s. If any members are interested in acquiring some or all of them I can be reached by phone at
905-6321923. I live very close to our new meeting venue, so picking them up would be quite simple.
Thanks—Doug Kurtz.

————————————————————
Please note and use my NEW email address:
d.millskurtz@icloud.com
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Chip Flyer Sponsors....

6566 Sixteen Road, Smithville
http://woodshedlumber.com/

(905) 957-3933 
woodshedlumber@gmail.com

Once you get yourself to Smithville, ON, along the
beautiful Niagara escarpment, head south out of town
along Port Davidson Road. Take a right at Sixteen
Road (west) and we're about 300m down on the left.

Looking for quality lumber or specialty wood you just can’t find at the big box stores?
• Domestic & Exotic woods, kiln dried lumber and turning blanks.
• We recently recieved hundreds of exotic rounds & squares for turning from Mexico &

South America
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Executive Committee:

President . . . . . . . .Keith Robinson  . . .pres@ghwg.ca
First VP   . . . . . . .Brian Ashton  . . . . .fvp@ghwg.ca
Second VP  . . . . . .Peter Morrill . . . . . .svp@ghwg.ca
Communications  .Tony Osman  . . . . . .communications@ghwg.ca
Membership  . . . . .Sandy Zimmerman .members@ghwg.ca
Hands-On  . . . . . . .Kevin Ellis  . . . . . . .hands-on@ghwg.ca
Treasurer . . . . . . . .Tom Last  . . . . . . . .treasurer@ghwg.ca
Secretary  . . . . . . .Scott Millard  . . . . .secretary@ghwg.ca
Photographer  . . . .Maurice Solar . . . . .photos@ghwg.ca
Members at Large Derek Dix . . . . . . . .memberatlarge1@ghwg.ca
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Maurice Solar . . . . .memberatlarge4@ghwg.ca
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hugh Widdup  . . . . .memberatlarge2@ghwg.ca
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Brent Beacroft  . . . .memberatlarge3@ghwg.ca 

If you think you have a way with words, we could use your skills and talents. You may have a number of interesting techniques and
tips you could turn into an article for the Chip Flyer. If you are interested, contact Tony at communications@ghwg.ca
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